Doing Laps

Anakin
Skywalker

Present the hazard & password to this (or Frodo's) puzzle at checkpoint 3 for its remaining puzzles.

Since pod races consist of speeding around and around a circular track, Anakin hopes that at
least some of the BAPHL racing will consist of doing laps.
In this puzzle, there are Row clues, and Lap clues. Answers to row clues read across. Answers
to lap clues are entered clockwise into the rings of the grid in the order listed, but where the
first word in each lap begins has not been specified.
ROWS
1. Foot-falling-asleep sensation
Travel hurriedly
2. Verse form related to a kind of French lyric poem
Parts around the perimeter
3. Working diligently: 2 wds.
Schoolboy’s weapon
4. Post-earthquake occurrence, sometimes
Skipped town: 2 wds.
5. Bullock and Dee, for two
Bakery/Sandwich chain
6. Aden denizen
Florida city’s Russian namesake’s namesake:
2 wds.
7. HAZARD
8. Contents of a chest, perhaps?
Does what Liz Taylor did repeatedly
9. Occupy a building, perhaps
“Why bother trying?”: 2 wds.
10. He played a newscaster on the Mary Tyler
Moore show: 2 wds.
Music label bloc, in brief
11. Residence that’s rickety
Hint at without actually telling: 2 wds.
[“Mistake reproduced faithfully”]
12. “Something’s fishy here”: 4 wds.
Sort
13. Snail, to a biologist
Hosiery shade
LAPS
A. a. Suggestive
b. Whence races begin, and what the squares
labelled A through F in the grid should in
theory represent, but will not, unless you
intervene: 2 wds.
c. Most reserved
d. Klinger, on M*A*S*H
e. Like a team full of ringers
f. Ctrl-Z, in many Windows programs
g. Whence liners may be put in
h. Having no respect for one’s elders,
perhaps: var.
B. a. Mortensen role, opposite Fassbender’s Jung
b. Perform perfectly: 2 wds.

c. Shrinking Soviet sea
d. Ground-breaking Polish sci-fi author Stanislaw
e. “Morning Train” & “U Got the Look” singer: 2 wds.
f. Destroyed one’s files
g. Metric prefix
C. a. Sap or duck ending
b. See clue C.c
c. With clue C.b, ballerina’s footwear: 2 wds.
d. “__ for Innocent” (Grafton title): 2 wds.
e. Jokester’s sarcastic retraction
f. Certain lodge member
g. Nefarious gents
h. Bring out the big guns, perhaps
i. Dark times in Dijon
D. a. Asset value minus liability value: 2 wds.
b. Card player’s triumphant cry
c. Equipped, with “out”
d. Vet’s area, often
e. Neighbor of Azerbaijan
E. a. “__, two to go”: 2 wds.
b. Talk hoarsely
c. “You won’t hear ___ out of me”: 2 wds.
F. a. Arid
b. Humid

BAPHL 5 – Balloon, Autogyro, Pirogue, Hoof, and Limousine

